
How to Play Blackjack

In standard blackjack casino rules, all players face off against the dealer. Two cards are dealt to each player and two to the dealer. Each player can then choose to 

receive extra cards or accept the hand as it is. In order to win a hand, players must finish with a higher total than the dealer, without exceeding 21 – or 

"busting". Another way for the player to win is to have a hand of 21 or less, while the dealer busts. A perfect hand, combining an ace with a 10, Jack, Queen or

King, scores 21 and is known as blackjack. 

Insurance 

If, once the initial cards have been dealt, the dealer’s up-card is an ace, the players will often be offered the option of taking out insurance. This will usually mean 

placing a new bet equal to half the original wager against the dealer having blackjack. If the dealer does, then the insurance bet is won, usually paying 2:1, thus 

cutting the losses of the player. If not, then the insurance bet is lost, and the hand continues as normal. You should be aware that insurance bets work heavily in 

the house’s favour, and there are no situations where it is statistically advisable to take this bet. For more advice on how to lower the house’s edge, check out my

strategy page.

Surrender

This rule, also known as 'late surrender' lets players forfeit their hand before receiving extra cards. This is typically only done in the case of the dealer's up-card 

being an Ace or 10-value card. A late surrender is allowed only after the dealer has checked for blackjack. This differs to the far more uncommon early surrender

which is possible before the check is made. 

Split

Players are generally allowed to split their first two cards if they are a pair, thus creating two hands instead of the normal one per seat. This requires a second bet 

of equal value to fund a second hand. There are various permutations of what is allowed after splitting, which can all be employed by the casino or developer in

order to control the return to player (RTP) rate of a game.

Double Down

Often, after receiving their first two cards, players are allowed to double their bet while hitting. This tends to be possible only on certain scores, and regularly

means they will not be able to hit again on this hand. As such, it is a risky move, but one that can often be very lucrative.

Bet Behind 

In land-based casinos or at live casinos, you may find that a table is full. In this instance, you are often still able to place bets and get involved in the action. You 

may place a bet "behind" a player, wagering that they will win the hand. You will not have any say over the actions they choose to take, which makes this style of

betting much more passive. 

Place Bets 

Before a hand is dealt, each player must decide how much to wager 

within the table limit range. Each table will have different minimum 

and maximum bets accepted, commonly referred to as the "table 

limits". These bets must be placed in the box in front of the player's

seat.

Cards Dealt

The cards will be dealt starting with the player on the dealer's left- 

hand side. Each player will get one card in turn (as will the dealer) 

until all hands have two cards. All players' cards are dealt face up so 

that everyone can see all values. The dealer's first card is also an "up 

card", though their second is usually dealt face down, or a “hole card”.

Starting from the player on the dealer's left, each will have the 

chance to receive more cards. If a player is happy with their hand 

then they indicate to the dealer that they wish to "stand". To receive 

another card, they must "hit". There is no maximum number of cards

allowed (see advanced rules for exceptions to this).

STAND HIT Hit or stand?

Hit/Stand Result 

22 Dealers Busts 

PlayerWins 16 

After each player has busted or stood, the dealer will take more cards 

as necessary. If they bust, then all players with a hand of 21 or less 

will win. If they have a valid hand, then each player's hand will be 

compared to the dealer's. The higher score wins. If there are any ties, 

this results in a "push", and the original bet is returned to the player. 
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